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Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Questions
    

    You can rely on the fully updated second edition of Linux System Administration for answers to all your questions about installing, configuring, and administering Linux. Written by two Linux experts, this book teaches you, step-by-step, all the standard and advanced techniques you need to know to set up and maintain a secure, effective Linux environment. Scores of clear, consistent examples illustrate these techniques in detail—so you stay on track and accomplish all your goals. Coverage includes:     

	Installing a Linux server     
	Setting up and maintaining user and group accounts     
	Setting up Linux system security     
	Sharing files using Samba and NFS     
	Implementing a backup strategy     
	Troubleshooting common Linux problems     
	Setting up the X Window System     
	Setting up TCP/IP and connecting to the Internet     
	Setting up a mail server     
	Maintaining filesystems and partitions     
	Configuring printers     
	Improving system performance     
	Writing shell scripts     
	Using Webmin for cross-distribution GUI administration     


The Craig Hunt Linux Library
    The Craig Hunt Linux Library provides in-depth, advanced coverage of the key topics for Linux administrators. Topics include Samba, Network Servers, DNS Server Administration, Apache, Security, and Sendmail. Each book in the series is either written by or meticulously reviewed by Craig Hunt to ensure the highest quality and most complete coverage for networking professionals working specifically in Linux environments.     

       About the Author
   Vicki Stanfield, RHCE, has worked with Linux since 1994 and Unix since 1980. She has administered many varieties of Unix, VMS, as well as Slackware and Red Hat Linux.
    Roderick W. Smith is a Linux networking expert and author of several books, including Linux Samba Server Administration and the Linux+ Study Guide, both from Sybex. Craig Hunt is a Linux expert who lectures regularly at major networking trade shows. He serves as author and series editor for the Craig Hunt Linux Library.            
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Telephone Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Since its inception in 1876, the telephone has captured the imagination of people around the world. From its simple origins, the telephone has evolved from the humble device it once was to the modern cell phone or satellite phone. The telephone has fundamentally and instantaneously changed the human race’s ability to communicate over...
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Development of Innovative Drugs via Modeling with MATLAB: A Practical GuideSpringer, 2013

	The development of innovative drugs is becoming more difficult while relying on empirical approaches. This inspired all major pharmaceutical companies to pursue alternative model-based paradigms. The key question is: How to find innovative compounds and, subsequently, appropriate dosage regimens?


	Written from the industry...
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Agent Intelligence Through Data Mining (Multiagent Systems, Artificial Societies, and Simulated Organizations)Springer, 2006
Knowledge, hidden in voluminous data repositories routinely created and maintained by today’s applications, can be extracted by data mining. The next step is to transform this discovered knowledge into the inference mechanisms or simply the behavior of agents and multi-agent systems. Agent Intelligence Through Data Mining addresses this...
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QlikView for Developers CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your QlikView training to the next level with this brilliant book that's packed with recipes which progress from intermediate to advanced. The step-by step-approach makes learning easy and enjoyable.


	Overview

	
		Learn beyond QlikView training
	
		Discover QlikView Advanced GUI...
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Deep Belief Nets in C++ and CUDA C: Volume 1: Restricted Boltzmann Machines and Supervised Feedforward NetworksApress, 2018

	Discover the essential building blocks of the most common forms of deep belief networks. At each step this book provides intuitive motivation, a summary of the most important equations relevant to the topic, and concludes with highly commented code for threaded computation on modern CPUs as well as massive parallel processing on computers...
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Smart Cards: The Developer's ToolkitPrentice Hall, 2002
The technical groundwork has been laid for wide-spectrum exploitation of smart card technology in both commercial and enterprise venues. Our goal in this book is to provide IT managers, system architects, system analysts, and application developers with the basic information about smart card technology that they need to open the tap on the...
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